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ABSTRACT. Ellects of Jiraifcing on tho stability ofasocond oi-dai* jiosition control 
M'lx'omprhaniBra o-ontaimnn backlash in ihc out]ml couplmfi liavo bci'ii studied Two casoB 
liiivc boon ooiiHidorcd, th(^  sip;nal bom|j; limited is, in ilu' tirwl i ano, lliomotoj* H]iood, and 
III the second ease « lionii  ^ a oonslanl DoBcribing lunctioii inolhoil was apiiliod
foi 1 liciiiotical analysoH and ox|)onmontal htiidio.s woi-o made willi tlio Iml]) ol a, simulator.
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1 1 N T E  O J) II C T  I ON
All servo syatoniB arc iii praotioe noiilmoar—the uoulii?earities arising from 
liinitatioiLs of the different eonipouonts. The most common and important froms 
of nonlinearities encoimterod arise from (i) saturation or timitmg of the response, 
(ii) dead-zone, (in) backlash m different linkages and (iv) nonlinear load frictions, 
such as, static and coulomb frictions The individual effects of these non- 
hiiearitios on the iierformanco of a servo system have been faii'ly vndely studied. 
Results indicate that from tho point of view of system stability backlash may 
1)(‘ one of tho most disquieting factors.
Tustin (1947) and Liversidge (1952) have made detailed studies of systems 
containing backlash in output couiiliiigs and have suggested means for countering 
tiio adverse effects of bai^klash on system stability. Tu these studies presence of 
other nonlinearities wore not considered, i.e. tho entire system was assumed to 
behave linearly except for tho backlash element. As is well known such ideal 
conditions seldom occur in practice. I t  is therefore important to study the 
effects of simultaneous occurrence of more than one nonlinearity in the system. 
The present paper describes results of some preliminary studies made on tho 
performance of a servomechanism effected by limiting and backlash in the output 
coupling, with particular reference to the question of stability. A second order 
position control system has been considered.
There is no readily applicable method of analysis suitable for systems with 
multiple nonlinearities. A modification of the describing function method 
(Johnson, 1952) has here been utilised for theoretical analysis aimed at qualita­
tive results. The experimental part of the analysis involved studies with the 
help of an analog simulator.
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i T H ^  B A S I C  S Y S l ’ E M
Thehasic- syHteni under consideration is shown in figure 1  in the form of a block 
diagram. The output of the error detector is amplified by an amplifier of gain 
K ‘. Th(^  amplifier output is the control signal of the motor. The motor is assumed
1. Tho basic systc'm uridor coiisidoration.
to bo adetpiately representable by two time constants as indicated in figure 1 , 
viz., T  and oo, the latter being tlio integi’ating one. The motor shaft is coupled 
to the load shaft by means of a backlash element; 0^ and 0,. are rospecdivoly 
the motor and load positions. The backlash characteristic assumed is shown 
in figure 2. The load inertia is iieglecited and it is also assumed that tho load 
is sufficiently damped so as to prevent any ovcrcoaating during reversats.
Fig. 2. Aflsiiraod blacklash ohiiraotoristic of the coupling gear.
This system was studied in some details by Nichols (1953). Itdias been shown 
that the effect of backlash on system stability depends on the value of the ampli­
fier gain K \  For small values of K' backlash merely deteriorates the relative 
stability of the system. If K' is larger than a certain critical value backlash 
produces absolute instability and causes the system to sustain oscillations of 
definite amplitude and frequency. Wo shall here extend the study of Nichols 
to examine the effects of hiniting which may be inherently present or may be 
introduced intentionally in the system of figure 1 .
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For convenience we shall assume that the motor time const.ants are separable. 
This assumption may appear to be somewhat impracticable but will be shown 
later to be justified on analytical grounds. Two different cases studied are shown 
ill figures 3(a) and 3(b). In case of figure 3(a) it is easily verified that the signal
Fig, 3(a). SoheniLitu! diagutm ol tlio syatcm wjlli aimpJo velorily limitmg.
Kig 3(l»). Schomatic diagi'nm of tlu  ^ syHi.nm willi moilifird volooity Imuting
which is limited is 0, ,^ whereas ni the case of figure 3(b) the corresponding signal 
IS where ami a is a constant. We shall refer to the case of
ligure 3(a) as simple velocity limiting and to that of figure 3(b) as modified velo­
city limiting.
3. .S 1 M P J. E V E L O C 1 'J’ Y L I M F T 1 N (.1
The system is shown in figure 3 (a). The limiter eharactoristic assumed is 
shown in figure 4. The describing function of the limiter is given by (Johnson, 
1952)
Fig. 4. Limitor oharaoteristic asBumed in figure 3(a).
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If we coiiHidor a point Q on the —0^ locus corresponding to a definite input 
signal amplitude, it is possible to find a point P  on the locus corresponding 
to the same signal amplitude, which is nearest to Q. Then
QP . \ e j p
where, from relation (0 ) {0J0^)p is the maximum value of the ratio {0d i^)> which 
IS analogous to the closed-loop frequency response peak {Mp) (Brown, 1955) 
of the linear theory. The value of (0,J0i)p gives an estimate of the damping 
present in the B3?^ fltem, larger value corresponding to lesser damping and vice 
versa. Also the frequency co/* corresponding to P gives an idea of the speed of 
response, larger values of cop corresponding to greater speed of response.
I t  can be seen from figure 6 that if we move on to another point Q' corres­
ponding t(j a signal amplitude larger than that at Q, the magnitude of this ratio 
decreases. That is, the system damping increases as the signal amplitude increases 
Also the frequency coy, decreases with signal amplitude and so the system becomes 
more sluggish.
Kiff. (). CDJiijjlc.v plots of fr-i and —f/p for tho system in fi^ v^iro 5(n) with K =  10 arid 
T  =  1 HOC.
Hecords of responses to step inputs of the system in figure 3(a) obtained 
with tho help of the simulator are shown in figure 7. Here for convenience oi
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comiiariaon, the magnitude of the input step was kept constant and the limiting 
amplitude in figure 3) was changed. The three curves correspond to values
of =  1, 2.0 and 10.0. I t  is seen that as the extent of limiting increases the
response becomes more and more sluggish corresponding to more damping and less 
speed of response.
Kif? 7. 10x|jei‘im(uiiaJ hU‘|> rrKponsc's nJ tlie Hystf'm m figure’ oblainod wjib Uu.*
Himiikitor foi emiJSi = l.d ( ’^011), — .i 0 (iimldlc^ ) mid, — 10.0 (boMom).
(b) Large amplifier gain :
In this case the system has absolute instability and produces sustained 
oscillations. In the absence of any velocity limiting, amplitude and frequency 
of these osc.inations are determined by the value of tlie amplifier gain K  and 
the backlash width. We shall examine the effects of simple velocity limiting 
oji the amplitude and frequency of these oscillations. For this purpose it is most 
ux])edient to make use of the gain-phase shift plots. Eqn. (7) is the starting 
relation. We plot 6r as a family of amplitude dependent loci on the gam-phase 
slnlt diagram. The gain is expressed in db and phase shift in degrees. Plot of 
as an amphtude locus is also sujierposed on the same diagram. These 
])lots are shown in figure 8 for an assumed value of T = \ and K  == 10 for the 
system shown in figure 5(a).
As is evident from Eqn. (7) sustained oscillations of amplitude (say) are 
possible only if for this value of signal amplitude G =  —Gji~ .^ This condition, 
•f satisfied by the system, can be easily detected from the plots of figure 8 . Thus 
m figure 8 some of the O'-loci intersect with the —Gjf^ locus. Sustained 
oscillations will be produced only if and when at the points of intersection the 
‘»^ mplitudo marked on one of these (?-loci is equal to that marked on ~G^~^ 
6
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Gain-phaae Hhii't i^ IoIh of G and lor Uio m fi^ uiio 3(a) with K -  iO
and 7' -- I Koo.
locna This is then the amplitude of the resultant sustained oscillations. ' The 
frecpiency of these oscillations is ofpial to the frequency marked on the relevant 
6 -^locus at the i)oiut of intersection.
Figure 8 predusts two sets of possible oscillations. It can be shown (Johnson, 
1952), however, that oscillations of lowei- amplitude and frequency correspond to 
an unstable limit-cycle and no sustained oscillations at this amplitude and fre­
quency are possible.
To see the effect of simple velocity limiting on the amplitude and frequency 
of oscillations let us assume first that there is no limiting. The amplitude 
dependence of C?-loci then vanishes and all the G'-loci converge to a single frequency- 
locus. Sustained oscillations arc produced whenever this locus intersects with 
the locus. The amplitude of oscillations is that marked-on the
locus at the point of intersection. Thus in absence of simple velocity limiting 
the amplitude of oscillation is solely determined by the backlash characteristic, 
l^esenco of simple velocity limiting transforms plots of 0  into a family of ampli­
tude dependent loci and the amplitude of any sustained oscillations are now 
determined by both the limiter and the backlash characteristics. Suppose the 
limituig amplitude is sot to a certain value and oscillation of some amplitude 
and frequency is present. If the limiting amplitude is reduced the effective
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system gain also reduces and from figure 6 it is evident that equilibrium oscilla­
tions are now possible only at lower amplitudes. If the limiting amplitude is 
further reduced oscillation amplitudes also fall but oscillation never ceases, for 
in absence of oscillation the limiter does not reduce the gain. Thus oscillation 
amplitudes can be controlled to some extent by imposing simple velocity limiting 
but can not be stopped altogether.
4. M O D I F I E D  V E L O C I T Y  L I M I I N O
The arrangement is shown in figure 3(b). The corresponding quasilinearized 
model is shovui in figure 5(b). The effects of the limiter in this case also can be 
studied under the two conditions, viz., small amplifier gain and large amplifier 
gain. In both the cases similar conclusions as in Sec. 3(a) and 3(b) are arrived at. 
In the second case, however, an additional remarkable result is obtained.
Thus in the set up shown in figure 3(b) if a steji signal is applied at the input 
the limiter characteristic becomes unsymmetrical as indicated in figure 11 This 
can be easily verified if we compute the transfer function between the points 
0i and B which shows a finite d.c. gain. Thus any step of amplitude 0i applied 
at the input will also be present at the input of the limiLer (assuming the d.c. gain 
between 0^  and R to be unity which is true for (9^ <  L, L being the limiting ampli­
tude, as shown in figure 1 1 ). This will cause the reference lines of the limiter 
characteristic to be shifted from the position shown by dotted lines to that shown 
by solid lines. As a result any sustained oscillations that may be present in the 
system will be subjected to this unsymmetrical characteristics.
Relation (7) is still applicable but now 0  is dependent not only upon oscil­
lation amplitude but also on the magnitude of any step signal applied at the 
input. The describing function (6r^') of the unsymmetrical limiter characteristic 
is derived in Appendix. This is plotted in figure 12 with the amijlitude of step 
nipiit as a parameter. I t  is seen that for a fixed value of assumed sinusoidal 
signal amplitude the value of the describing function decreases as thejmagnitude 
of the step input is increased.
The effect of input steps on the amplitude and frequency of sustained 
oscillation in the system of figure 3(b) can be determined by redrawing the 
curves of figure 8 for a number of assumed input step amplitudes. Thus if we 
first assume zero input step, we have the curves of figure 8  and the amplitude 
iind frequency of oscillations are found out as outlined in Sec. 3(6). If the step 
input is increased to a finite value, the describing function gain for the oscillations 
ol amplitude determined above will be reduced and the f7-loous for this amplitude 
shifts towards right in figure 8 . Thus new equilibrium oscillations will occur 
at lower amplitude and frequency.
Results obtained with the help of the simulator are presented in fiugure 9 
ni the form of graphs. For convenience, results obtained by applying the
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(lescril)iiipj function inothod as outlined in the foregoing paragraphs, are also 
shown in the figure.
Fig 9 Plots of dimouHionloHR amplituiie and friHiiiRnry (rad./sec.) of suBtaim’il
o^rillutiotiH vti lliu i]imenHioiik'.yH d v iiijiut (6ilL>) fur tJio Hystom m fjgiuv 3(b), obtninod will* 
tlu) hol]j of tbo Himuliito]' L is tho limiting umplii'Udo m ahsonu> of d i .  uiTiut.
I t  is seen ihal. the discrepancy between oxperimenial ajid theoretical results 
changes sign and then increases as the amplitude of the input step increases. The 
increased discrepancies in the results for larger input stops are to be expected, for 
with increase of the input stei> amplitude the limiter characteristic becomes more 
unsymmetncal and the perijontage of harmonics produced goes on increasing 
Further, oscillation amplitude falls off more rapidly with input stop amplitude 
than indicated by the describing function analysis.
n, ON T H E  P O S S I B I L I T Y  OF  R E A L I S I N G  T H E  E P F E C S 
O F  M O D I F I E D  V E L O C I T Y  L I M I T I N G
In practice the most common method of limiting the velonity of a servo 
motor is to place a limiter ahead of it. This has the effect of limiting <9^  and cor­
responds in effect to the case represented in figure 3(a). I t  has been shown that 
a desirable effect from the point of view of system stability can be achieved by 
incorporating a somewhat different scheme for limiting the motor speed. Tins 
case has been referred to as modified velocity limiting and is schematically repre­
sented in figuro^3(b).
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I t  will bo clear from Soo. 4 tliai the desirable effect of the modified volocsity 
limiting stems from the fact that m this case any d.c. input to the system makes 
tlio nonlinearity asymmetrical. The same effect is produced if the nonlinearity 
IS placed in the feedback path as shown in figure 10. I t  is then possible to achieve 
the effects of modified velocity limiting by the system of figure 1 0 .
DETECTOR A  MOTOR COUPUNG
Fig 10 AliernaU\'t’ (■mifignmljon, for ji'iiliamg tlio rllociH of modified vclooily limiling 
.syNtom sfability.
I t js to be noted that in figure 10  the two nonlineai’ities are no longer sepa­
rated by low-pass units and the describing function method does not apply. 
Tliat IS why in the foregoing analyses the system of figure 3(b) was chosen instead 
of that of figure 1 0 .
(i. CONCLUSI ON
It is evident from the above studies that effect of the presence of simple 
velocity limiting in j* servomechanism containing backlash is to improve the 
relative stability of the system for larger signals. I t  is thus possible to reduce, 
lor large signals, the derogatory effects of backlash by inclusion of simple velocity 
limiting. Tills has however the severe drawback, viz., that this improvement 
in clamping constant as a result of velocity limiting is associated with a compara­
tively large reduction in speed of response.
It has also been found that simple velocity limiting has no stabilising effect 
on a system caused to have absolute instability in the sense that it can not stop 
oscJlIations but can be used to control the amplitude of oscillations present. 
A remarkable result is obtained in this case by introduction of modified velocity 
limiting. I t  is seen that amplitude of oscillation is in this case dependent on 
magnitude of any d.c input signal, and that oscillation ceases entirely as the 
il.c. input signal amplitude increases above certain value. This result is of some 
importance because in practice inputs to servo systems are in most cases random 
time functions and signals of certain amplitudes are more likely to occur than, 
others. Since the oscillations due to backlash effect are essentially of small 
amplitudes superimposed on the comparatively large displacements due to signals
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it is evident that it is possible to adjust the limiter characteristic in the case of 
modified velocity limiting so as to make any oscillation negligible.
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A P P B N D 3 X
Describing Function of the Unsymmetrical Limiter Characteristics
The limiter characteristic assumed is shown in figure 11. If L is the limiting 
amplitude for the symmetrical case as shoAvn in dotted lines in figure 1 1  and 0^  
IS the value of the positive d.c. input to the limiter, the new limiting values are 
L —Oi and —{L-\-0f) on the positive and negative sides respectively.
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Fig. II. LTnByTQfnc3trio.il chumotoriHiio ol‘ tho limiter iii figure 3(b) resulting from d.o. 
nijmt Dotted linos show the |Josi1ions of the roforence linos iii tibsonoo of iiny d.c. injiut.
Fig. 1:;J. Describing functions of the misyrmnotncnl hmiter of figure 10. m =  OilL, 
he non-dimonaional d.c. input, 6a is the lunplitudo of assumed sino wave input to the 
im ite i.
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As usual we assume the input to be a sinusoidal function of the form
din “  sin (Jit.
The output of the limiter is then defined by 
^^ u/ =  ; 0  ^  ^  siii“^
%
= L —&1 ] sin-^ ^  (j^ t ^  7T—sin”^
r ij
~  Oa sin (Jit ; tt—sin-^ — - - i  <  co« <  tt. 
for the positive half period of 6^  ^ and
dout =  sin w# ; 7T <  ai^  <  TT+sin-^
da
== - ( i + ^ i )  ; T T + H i n - ' ~ ( ^ + A i )  <  0)« <  2 7 r - B i i i - i
— 6^ aSin (Jit ; 27t—sin-i ^  <  27t,
C'tf
for the negative half period of d^ '^
By applying Fourier’s expansion to d^,^ ^^ wo can find the value of the funda­
mental components for the two halfs. This gives
[doutlj^ [ sin- 1  +  - - - - ^ 1  cos sin1 L-/9, , L - d .  . 1 L - d ," 0 7 ]
, d„ r . 1 L-[ (L , L-\ 0, . , L4-d, 1-h " s in - i  r 1 I 1 r  i
7T L Oa dy J
sin (Jit
sin (ot
the describing fuiKjtion
G 1 . i L - 0 ,  , L -(L  . , l~ (L1 I Rin-l— -1 -j----- -1 cos Sm-1 1I -  0, -I
0, J
+  +  ^ ± p j  COB Bin -1 k  +  I
On Of, J J
—  ^ I I sin“i (1 —w)H- ^  (1 —m) cos sin- 1  ^  (1 —m)lTT \  ^ dfi dfji J
+  [^ B m -it ( l + w ) + ^  (1+m ) c o s s in - i^
whore
m =  OJL.
This is plotted in figure 12 as a function of {Ljdn) with w? as a parameter.
